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by Art Handel 
The Student Council approved the recommendation 
of the seven member College Center Board Committee 
by electing Phillip Cafasso as the new chairman of the 
controversy-plagued C.C.B. at their summer meeting. 
The primary goal of the 
College Center Board is to 
initiate programming for the 
recreational , cultural , and 
educational concerns of Kean 
College. 
Roots of Controversy 
that "Faculty and Student Ac-
tivities staff shall serve as 
members of C.C.B. council. " The 
bylaws assert that " each com-
mittee shall have a Student Ac-
tivities staff member as advisor." 
Mrs. Kortjohn explained that this 
had not been in effect. 
In response to these ac-
cusation s, Mr. Cu rt is last 
September 16th declared that 
" Student Org. is imposs ible to 
(Continued on page 12) 
Do bad things come in C's 
K EAN COI.I.ECE OF NE\\ JEHSEY September 8, 1977 
Members of the Executive Board, Gus Garcia, assistant treasurer; Greg Gomes, treasurer; Joyce Marinelli, 
president; and Connie Ethemios, assistant secretary; discuss the recommendation of Phillip Cafasso as 
the new C.C.B. Chairman with the Student Council. 
The roots of t he C.C. B. con-
troversy are t raced to t he ad-
ministration of Pau l Curtis, 
former chairman of C.C.B. , who 
resigned during the 1976 Fall 
semester after a Student 
Organization committee inves-
tigated $240 in ticket dis-
crepancies that had accumulated 
from October, 1975 to May 1976. 
The committee consisted of Al 
Mollozzi, vice president of 
Student Org; Chris Cottle, 
president of Third World; and 
Evening Student Council 
member Mary Tracy. 
Student Org. Halts Funds .For 12 Groups 
During his tenure in office, 
comp laints were lodged against 
MT . <::.un~ tO't' m\smanagement 
of his organization. 
Marian Kortjohn, director of 
Student Activi ties, voiced this 
opin ion last September of Curtis' 
inefficiency : " It seemed as 
though C.C.B. cannot relate to 
groups. Their door to the office is 
always locked; how can they 
relate to the rest o f the student 
body when they always have that 
door locked ?" 
Ignored Constitution 
Th is was in direct vio lat ion of 
the C.C.B. constituti on ex-
pressed in Art icle Ill , sect ion 2, 
Man In The News 
Michelle Cousins, vice president of Student Org. was one of the 
members of the Constitution Committee. 
by Ken Cocuzzo 
The funds of 12 student-
financed groups were frozen this 
summer by Student Org, for 
failure to submit "workable" 
constitutions by the July 6 
deadline. Funds w ill not be res-
to.-ed wncil e~ch sroup submits-I' 
constitution for review by the 
Const itutional Committee. Until 
then each group is financially 
powerless. 
Two of the groups, the College 
Center Board and KCTV 
television , are in the process of 
being reorganiz ed . Th e 
remainder included the Classes 
of 78, 79, 80; Counci l For Excep-
tional Chi ldren ; English Club; 
Feminists For Equali ty; Grub 
Street Writer ; ' Management 
Science; Philosophy Club; and 
Psychology Club. 
Student Org. Revising 
Own Constitution 
In addition to reviewing the 
constitutions of groups, Student 
Org is in the process of revising 
its own constitution, the first 
revision of \ts \<.Ind In a o •t , ~ 
years. 
According to Michelle 
Cousins, vice president of 
Student Org and a member of 
the Constitutional Committee, 
" Student Org requested that 
const itutions be submitted by all 
funded groups, near the end of 
last semester ." However, she 
added that the original deadline 
of July 1 was extended by five 
days. 
· The ma in purpose of review, 
said Ms. Cousins, was to enable 
(Continued on page 11) 
Tough, Sensitive, Administrator Takes CCB Reins 
- By Art Handel 
The office of a college ad-
ministrator breeds few contem-
plative employees. Perhaps this 
is because of the pressures and 
tensions of their daily lives allow 
little ti me for intense thought. 
However, Phil Cafasso, the new 
chairman of the controversy-
plagued College Center Board 
has proved to be an exception to 
this rule. 
An uncommonly introspective 
man, Cafasso has an infectious 
smile and fixes penetrating 
brown eyes on those he wishes 
to influence. 
" I will not comment on my 
predecessors management of 
C.C.B., but I must stress that we 
are working with a $102,000 
budget and we must be res-
ponsive to all the needs of 
students at Kea,,," Cafasso 
asserted. 
This goal appears to be in con-
trast with C.C.B. 's recent history, 
where inefficiency and mis-
management appeared to be de 
rigeur. We can trace this because 
an investigation set off by $240 in 
ticket discripancies that had ac-
cumulated from October, 1975 
to May, 1976. Under the ad-
min istration of Paul Cu rtis. 
Dr. James Benson Parks, 
former Dean of Stuclents, 
declared in September, 1976that 
Curtis was remiss in his duties to 
C.C.B. and had not worked with 
Student Organization or Student 
Activities. 
In response to these 
allegations, Bob Diehl, former 
Special Events Chairman of 
C.C.B. attempted to explain the 
notorious ticket discrepancies. 
He affirmed that for the David 
Bromberg show, an entire block 
of tickets of $100 could not be 
accounted for. Diehl , who was in 
charge of tickets then, em-
phasized that this incident was 
not brought to his attention until 
Student Organization pointed 
this out to him four months later. 
Diehl declared that, " I never 
made any money. I would never 
stoop to steal. " 
" Curtis, like all other chairmen 
of C.C.B., only got two tickets for 
a show," Caruso asserted last Oc-
tober 28th . Diehl added that, 
" Caruso never scalped a ticket. 
He was never that stupid." This 
contradicts testimony given to 
Student Organization by a 
member of C.C.B. who testified 
that Curtis had scalped tickets 
immediately prior to a show for 
an exorbitant price. 
How d oes Mr. Cafasso 
perceive· t his alleged mis-
management. His feelings 
parallel a quotation from the 
French philosopher Voltarie : 
"Opinion has caused more 
trouble on this little earth than 
plagues or earthquakes." " It 
would only cause more trouble if 
I criticized the past history of the 
College Center Board," the 23-
yea r old English major 
commented. What I must do is 
make it run as smoothly as I can . I 
am also an ex-officio member of 
the Executive Board, which 
should aid in the program run-
ning smoothly. " 
Regarding Curtis' accusation 
that Student Organization is im-
possible to please, Mr. Cafasso 
looks at this with the cool, im-
pressive understanding of 
human behavior which marked 
his success as an editor for the 
Independent. "At this time, I 
cannot see any problems wor-
king with Student Org. The point 
being raised that Student Org. is 
impossible to please is a . 
debatable one," he stated . "I 
have to recognize t he im-
portance of having a $1 02,000 
budget. It is our intention to use 
this money to suit the needs o f all 
students at Kean." 
·" 1 have to recognize the importance of having a $102,000 budget. It Is· 
our intention to use this money to suit the needs of all students at 
Kean," states· Phillip Cafasso, the new Chairrnan bf C.C.B. 
• 
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EDITORIAL 
... f. .. 
Yesterday, the 1977-1978 academic year got off to a flying 
start. This year, so far, doesn't seem so different from the rest, 
but indeed it is. New Jersey now has a new Chancellor of Higher 
Education in the person of Dr. T. Edward Hollander. Hollander 
has replaced the very controversial Ralph Dungan and many 
people are looking to Hollander for changes in the educational 
$ystem. 
The New Chancellor represents a change on a statewide level 
while a statewide issue concerning the faculty to be ,decided 
during this year_ is who the bargaining agent for the teachers will 
be. The usual battle between the-NEA and the AFT may also 
produce some changes in the educational system for New 
Jersey. 
On the local level, there are many changes in personnel, 
policy, and attitude that will help to alter the mood and direc-
tion of the people here at Kean . Of course, most student groups 
have new chairm·en who are very eager to make this year better 
than last. Several departments have elected new people to head 
them and many of the committees who help to make decisions 
affecting policiers of KCNJ have new members. 
The 1977-1978 academic year will hold many changes and sur-
prises, for major questions concerning higher education can no 
longer be put off until next year. Workable solutions concer-
ning teacher evaluations, quality education, as well as tenure for 
intructors need to be f.ound. For the really concerned parties, 
this will be a challenging year becau·se these will be but a few of 
the hurdles we will try to conquer. 
In keeping with Finance Board Policy, both the Chairperson, and Treasurer of each 
funded group must come to the Treasurers' meeting to learn the different policies, 
regulations, and stipulations needed to insure that your funded group runs efficiently and 
smoothly in the upcoming year. _ 
Failure to attend this meeting will result in your budgef bein·g put on ice (frozen). 
Meetings will be held on Tuesday, September 13 and 20, in th~ Front Lounge at 1 :40 p.m. 








Squires' First Aid 
Day Care Center 
Townsend Lecture 
Spanish Cultural Social Club 
All groups left off the first list, fear not, you'll be coming on September 20th. 
FFE Science Org. 
Class of 78 Memorabilia 
Class of 79 Grubstreet Writer 
Class of 80 · . NSA 
Literary Society Public Administration 
CEC SCATE 
Political Science Social Work 
Philosophy Club 




As you may know, no college campus is complete without a radio 
station, and contrary to popular belief, KEAN is no exception. 
WKCU - the SPICE OF LIFE - represen ts a varied alternative -
rad io programming source and educational medium for Kean 's 
students and other living things via Progressive 59 on the am d ial and 
the educational access channel of CATV cable television in Elizabeth . 
WKCU may also he heard in Sloan Lounge in the Student Center. 
Our broadcasting consists of mellow, top-100, progressive rock , 
progressive jazz, r&b, and funk , from 7:30 am until 2:00 am Monday 
through Thursday, and 7:30 'til 8 :00 pm on -f ridays, and 3:30 'til 8:00 
pm on weekends. 
Our crack news team presents all the things you need to know for 
five minutes, every five minutes before the even hour. 
Offices and studios are located on the third floor of Dougall Hall , 
phone on campus :ext. 2157 - or - 289-8388. We' re staffed by a bunch 
of friendly students just like you , who care what happens to that 
Student Activities fee, and we' re always open to new members. And 
visitors . 
We can use announcers, disc-jockeys, secretaries, writers, artists , 
reporters . .. if you can do it, we can use you . 
GET INVOLVED. PROGRESSIVELY BETTER 59. WKCU. 
Memorabilia 
Dear Editor, 
Welcome all newcomers and hello to everyone else. Memorabilia 
wants to party and .we need people. Stop by for an " open to all " 
general meeting Monday the 12th, 3:00 Yearbook Office 120 Student 
Center (approximately 93 ft. from the Pub). 
Getting involved is a sure form of enjoying the environment at 
Kean. Memorabilia functions year round to give the students a 
collection of the years events. We need photographers, writers, ar-
tists and anyone w ith a mind. Learn useful skills such as layouts and 
proof reading or teach us some new tricks. Either way we would love 
to have you on our staff . 
Thank you, 
Memorabilia Staff 
College Center Board 
Students, 
Welcome to and back to Kean . Well so much for the social 
amenities. We at the College Center Board, otherwise known in-
formally as C.C.B. would like you to know that our doors are always 
open . So much for the B.S. Honestly though , C.C.B. is a student run 
independenl 
The opinions expressed in s.igned columns of. this newspaper do· 
not necessarily reflect the opinions of the editors. Nor is anything 
printed in this paper, unless directly noted as such, to be taken as of-
ficial polict or opinion of the college. 
Editor-in-Chief: Barbara Walcoff 
M anaging Editor .. ... ... . .... . . .. .... ..... .. . . . . .. . Maria Rios 
News Ed ito r ... .. .. ... . . . . . ...... ..... . . .. ... .. . Robert Siniakin 
Feature Editor . . ... . ... . . . .. . . . . .. ... . ..... . ... . ... Fra nk Bolger 
Spo rts Ed itor . . . .... . . . .' .. ..... . . . . . . .. . . . ...... . . . . Art Handel 
Photo Editor . .. .. .. . . . . . . ..... . .... . . . . · Magda Ca lis-Mf'nendez 
Arts and Graphi cs Edi tor .. . . . . . .. .. ..... . .. . .. . ... Kris Mi lochik 
Assistan t News Editor ... . . .. . . . . ... . ... .. .. . .. . ... . . Art Hande l 
Assistant Sports Editor . ... ........ . ... . ... . .... Dave Schwenzer 
Assistant Phot'o .Editor '. .. . . . . .. . . .. .. .. . . . . . . . . .. . . Dave Rosen 
Centerfold Coord inator .... . .. .. . ..... . .... . . .. ... Ellen Jarocha 
• r 
News 
Ha ight Ashburry, Howard Brayer. Ken Cocuzzo, Kevin P. Davis, 
Barbara -Schwartz 
If for any reason you cannot attend your assigned meeting, come down to Student ~rg. Feature 
and cont~ct Greg Gomes, Treasurer. Sandy- Adzin, Arlene Casey, Ellen Curcio, Starchild, Chris Jarocha 
.,_ ________________________________ _._ Robert Kern, T.L. Sze/iga, .. Kathy Yesenko, John -S. Bill ias, 
.. 
ATTENTION! 
As of July 1, 1977, the following funded groups of Student Organization have had their 
funds frozen-due·to their failure to submit a constitution. 
Class of 1978 
Class of ·1979 
Class of 1980 
Council for Exceptional Children 
English Club 
Feminists for Equality 
Grub Street Writer 
Management Science Club 
Philosophy Club 
Psychology Club 
For further information, contact Michelle Cousins at 289-6200 in Student Org~nization. 
Photo 
Joe Horvath, Jeff Cohen, Paula Jensen, Tricia Hambacher, Marta Ver-
no, Tom Prillo, Beth Nippes, Keith Kimberl in 
Arts and Graphics 
Jim Cuarine/lo 
Sports 
Bob Graczyk, Paul Giorgio. 
Copy 
Published every Thursday of the academic year. Deadline for 
materi_al is the Friday prior to publication. 
OFFICES: 
College Center - Phone 355-0174 or extension 2339 
' . 
Member United States Student Press Association 
September 8, 1977 
organization with the sole purpose of entertainment. That 's our job 
and that means all kinds of entertainment; from concerts to concer-
tos, from movies to plays, not to mention the Craft Store. To find out 
just how entertaining a craft store can be just drop into the one inside 
of Sloan Lounge in the Student Center. 
The fai::t of the matter is, since C.C.B. does take a substantial b ite 
out of the student activities fees and since its sole purpose is to satisfy 
the largest percentage of students' tastes then the more people that 
participate on the board the better the view. And who doesn't like a 
nice view. 
By the way C.C.B.'s office is located in the College Center Building 




The Independent is the student newspaper of Kean College which 
appears every Thursday morning at various locations throughout the 
campus. If you are reading this , then you have the first of ap-
proximately thirty issues of the Indy for the 77 /78 academic year. 
Th~ Independent is put together by a staff of very dedicated 
volunteers who, over the past few years, have made this publication 
one of the best student newspapers in the state. In order that this 
reputation is upheld, we are frantically looking for people who can 
spare a few hours a week. You need not be experienced in the area 
you want to get involved in; all you need is the desire to learn. We 
need writers and photographers for news, sports and feature stories. 
Typists are also needed as well as proofreaders. Even if you 're not sure 
what you would -like to do, stop in and t~lk with us. Contrary to 
popular belief, the Indy office is open to everyone, not only English 
majors, so stop inf We ALWAYS have something for everyone to do. 
INDEPENDENT Page 3 
OP-Eb 
Between the 14th and the 21st of August, Student Organization spent 
$3~000.00 of student money to suppress freedom of speech and make a 
mockery of representative democracy. At the N.S.A. Conference in Hous-
ton, Texas, the President of Student Org, along with the Treasurer, took it 
upon themselves to censor free flow of thought in a private meeting 
between the Kean delegation and a delegation of students from the Soviet 
Union. N.S.A. Coordinator, Joe Ginarte, was denied the right to express 
views and ask questions that needed to be asked. We find that this action is 
repugnant to the ideals of freedom. How can we as students condone the 
abandonment of the most basic freedof'Yl of a democratic people. We ask 
Joyce Marinelli and Greg Gomes how they can,justify this incident. We call 
upon the student body to bring these individuals to account for their ac-
tions which destroy everything we as a nation stand for. In ~nding, we 
would like to remind these individuals that this is not the Soviet Union and 
request them to apologize to the student body that elected them to these 
offices which they have now shamed . Freedom of Speech is a principle of 




I would like to take this opportunity to welcome everyone back to Kean 
College after a summer filled with sun, fun, and "Star Wars." If this 
happens to be your first year at Kean, I wish you much luck and happiness 
in the upcoming year. 
Communication Help Center There are two types of people in the summer; those who hang out in Belmar, Seaside, or any of those "partying" places, and those lucky ones 
who get to work all summer. I chose the latter. Yes, myself, the Business 
Manager, Assistant Business Manager and most of the Executive Board 
chose to work everyday in the Student Organization Offices. Through 
these efforts we are able to bring you a picnic area which is arriving shortly, 
a concert series with Vladimir Ashkenaxy, an All College Picnic, and many 
other functions to be brought to you in the near future. This of course. 
could not have been cfone without the heJp,of many people; aJJ those 
Council Members who showed up for the July -20th meeting, funded 
group staffs, and students who volunteered their time. 
The Kean College Hotline Program continues to be one of the top 
crisis-intervention programs in the nation. Under director Tom 
O'Donnell, the program is set to begin its seventh year of serving the 
college and surrounding communities. The program has already 
received nation wide publicity this year from a feature story in the 
August issue of Sewenteen Magazine, and several more articles are in 
the making in other magazines. 
According to Mr. O'Donnell, the success of the program is due to 
the quality of the volunteers that have staffed the center since it 
began in 1971. Over 900 dedicated people have been part of helping 
others through this program. 
Through the Hotline division, over 37,000 calls have been received 
in its seven year history. for those who prefer to talk to the center's 
staff in a face to face setting, a Walk-in Center exists. The third 
division of the center is the community outreach program. Through 
this division programs are planned in the community for children of 
all ages. 
The center is always looking for volunteers. The only requirement 
is that you are willing to help others. If interested, stop by the Hotline 
office located in the College Center Building. The Hotline numbers 
are 289-2101 , 527-2330, and 527-2360. The program is open 9 am until 1 
am Monday through Friday, and 2 pm until 1 am Saturday and Sun-
day. They care and they really do help ! 
Art History Club 
Athletics 
Association for Computing 
Machinery 
Campus M inistry 
Campus Recreation 
CIAO 
Circle K Club 
Communication Disorders 












Your Student Organization and it's functions is made possible by your 
Student Activity Fee, yes. $2.50 per credit. Many people who wanted to see 
what was.done with that fee came to the Student Organization office to ask 
questions or to help out and learn. 
Many of you will have ample opportunity to be involved so put your ex-
tra energy to work and help out your Student Organization. If you would 
just like to talk or ask questions feel free to come down. We are located in 
the College Center Building. 










Social Work Club 
Society of Mechanical 
tracting Students 
Applications for Student Organization Committees are available in the Student Org. office. For 
Con- further information, contact Michelle Counsjns at 289-6200. Remember - We Need Your Help! 
Evening Student Council 
Feminists For Equality 
Fine Arts Students Associat ion 
First Aid Squad 




Inter-Vars i ty Christian 
Fellowship 
Jewish Club 
Self Defense Club 
KC Student Speakers Bureau 
Kung Fu Club 
Management Science Club 
Math Club 
M edical Technology Club 
Mil ita ry Studies Club 
M usic Grou ps 
National Student Association 
Night Owl 
Occupational Therapy Club 
Omega Club 
Out ing Club 
Phil.osophy Uub 
Physical Education Majors 





The Theatre Series 
Third World Movement 
Townsend Lecture 
Alpha Kappa Alpha 
Alpha Sigma Mu 
Alpha Theta Pi 
Beta Delta Chi 
Delta Sigma Pi 
Delta Sigma Theta 
Groove Phi Groove 
Lambda Ch i Rho 
Lambda Theta Ph i 
Nu Delta Pi 
Nu Sigma Ph i 
Nu Sigma Tau 
Nu Theta Chi 
Omega Psi Phi 
Omega Sigma Psi 
Phi Theta Tau 
Rho Theta Tau 
Sigma Beta Chi 
Sigma Beta Tau 
Sigma Kappa Phi 
Sigma Theta Chi 
Swing Phi Swing 
/ 
WKCU - BROADCAST SCHEDULE 
:::: ::i.~~~:::::::::::::~~~;::::::::::::::::f.~:~~:: ::: ::::::::::~~;:::::::::::::::i~~:~;::::::::::::::::i~:::::::·::::::~:~::::::::~~~;::: 
8:00-
10:00 Mellow Roads . 
1~;:-------------. ----------------r- S:h:orbwn 
Mass Transit --~-------------------~--------------
1:00-
4:00 The Rush Hour _______________________ _..,. __ .... 
4:00-
7: 00 Sl ippery When Wet .,, _________ I __ _ 
W KCU 
7:00- · Spotlite Classical 
8:00 On : Musique 
Hour 
-------- -----
8:00- Terrapin Station ____ .....,____,,, ______ _ 
11 :00- Starship's 
2:00 Disguise 
















by Robert Kern 
··The flowers that bloomed in 
the spring" were lauded by 
Gilbert and S,.ullivan- but only for 
their beauty and ··Promise of 
merry sunshine." But for those 
who know they hold promise of 
merrier moonshine. 
The bane of every homeowner 
is the dandelion. They seem to 
serve no useful purpose and 
many landscapers spend 
'ifetimes in a futile endeavor to 
w_ipe out the species. Don't let 
;our fathers do this job alone, 
walk ahead o·f during week-killer 
distribution and gather as many 
of the yellow flowers you can. 
Many of you may have heard 
that Dandelion Wine. Some 
reports make it seem to be ari 
ambrosial substance. Not true. 
While quite pleasant it poses.ab-
solutely no t_hreat _ to the great 
wines of Germany, France, Italy 
or America. 
Dandelion Wine : Pick .five 
gallons of dandelion bloss_oms. 
Remove the stems, All o4 them. 
Pop them into a ten gallon crock, 
pres~ing ~hem down firmly . Add 
five gallons of boiling water. Let 
the blossoms steep for about 
fifteen minutes. Bail the flowers 
into a clean unstarched cloth bag 
and press well in two batches to 
get all the juice and color. Po·ur 
the juice back into the crock . 
Add Half a cake of pressed yeast 
or half an envelope of dried 
yeast, stirring well. 
Mix together five pounds of 
sugar and half a cup of cheap 
brandy per gallow of liquid . 
Allow to ferment "for seven days. 
Skimm the surface and strain 
through cheesecloth into a five 
gallon distilled-water bottle. Let 
stand overnight, then water seal. 
This wine should not require rac-
king. As soon as it is clear, wait 
another week, just to be su re, 
Elvis: RIP - The notion that to command a quarter page en-
when a man dies he is devoured try in the spectacularly reworked 
from within is one of the more latest edition of The Encyclop-
enduring hallucinations to edia Brittanica, from which I ex-
beleaguer American mores. It is tract the following: 
a truth of biology that upon pas- "The pronunced gyrations 
sing into \.azarus's box our let- with wh ich he accompanied h is 
rovers become a bacchanal for singing and for w hich h e was 
worms and germs, but the true dubbed "Elvis the Pelvis' drove 
man, his spirit, relates to his body his audiences to heights of 
precisely as draught beer does to frenzy while being roundly 
a frosted mug; a pleasing recep- denounced by others who saw in 
tacle, yes ... but the beer's the both his manner and his music 
thing I (Note that when I say signs of decay." 
spirit, I refer to the character of I was two years old when Elvis 
what once was and not to the fi rst caught fire in 1956, but I 
ghostly wheezes of occultists.) know that the effect was-shall 
The true disintegrat ion of a we say, electric. Teenagers across 
man comes from without, and is the country panted and raged 
in all particulars beyond his in - over the twitching rocker from 
fluence. This principle is seldom Tupelo. Parents swore he was a 
more evident than in the Communist plot (incidentally, 
instance of one who is did you know that Stalin was 
designated "famous," one of the buried in a Communist plot? Oh. 
more tantalizing epithets of vox .. never mind.) When Elvis was 
populi. Movie magazines, gossip drafted pandemonium broke 
columnists and other such out. It was significant of the 
cultural enzymes, fed by the depth and durability of Presley 's 
dollars of the leering multitudes, appeal that a decade later, in the 
are ever poised for their grisly midst of the hard rock explosion, 
humorous task of dissolving , a group would surface with the 
whatever legacy remains. The . · unlikely name ofTen Years After, 
farce following the death of and the music world would nod 
Howard Hughes survives as a in silent comprehension. Elvis 
spectacular _example of the was to body language what 
public lust for the seedy exp9?~;· Chaucer was to English, a 
the self-seeking memoir, and the phenomenon which Michael 
bogus t ribute and watering of Stewart would satirize to great 
eyes. effect in h is Broadway smash Bye 
All of which leads us to August Bye Birdie, where the Presley 
16th, 1977, largely uneventful as character would strum h is gu itar 
days are appraised in these and scores o f teenagers would 
parts-a handful o f murders slump to the ground, 
(nothing especially " novel), a In my nonage (ci rca 1964) I 
covy of car thefts, a gaggle of as- entertained a certain delight for 
saults, a pride of petty larcen ies. the tunefu l but formless fi lms 
His Holiness, Ja'm'es Earl Carter which Elvis was then churn ing 
announced his '-' 'nominee for out, a delight wh ich I indulged to 
Director of the f '. B.L Raggedy excess at the old Stanley Theatre 
Andy Young washed ashore on (now the Father Vincent Monella 
the island of Barbados but, un- Emporium o f Ita lian Cu lture) on 
ch-aracteristically, neither foot South Orange Avenue in 
was in his mo'uth (must have Vailsburg. There was someth ing 
been travelling fncognito.) The joyous in those weekly festivals 
4:30 movie featured Vincent of incoherent nonsense, b-uf its 
Price. It rained. Rod Carew went exact nature defies translat ion 
4 for 7. And. . .oh yes, Elvis into print. I suggest the same ~as 
Presley died of a heart attack at true of Elvis himself. Further, I 
the age of 42. . submit that endless such 
The latter fact should perhaps attempts contributed mightily to 
rank higher in my listing of his decline-perhaps even to h is 
events. Presley after all was death. 
found important enough by a How bewildering a world must 
board of international scholars have presented itself to this sim-
INDEPENDENT 
then bottle it and cork it. T~is is a · 
wine to be drunk young, since it 
is not likely to improve with age. 
The brandy ensures its durability 
and fortifies the strength. 
Warning: Do not make this 
wit,h dandelions that have been 
treated with pois•ns. 
Making this wi·ne could be 
interesting project for a hor-
ticulture class. 
I started last week to give 
recipes for barbecue sauces 
Keeping the theme in mind that 
we wish .to go ~st the usual fare 
of hamburgers and hot dogs. The 
easiest thing to make on a 
barbecwe (even one which does 
not have a spit) is a shish kebab. 
Especially good on a small 
Hib.tchi for two.. 
Madame Monsieurs ... Shish 
Kebabs. Arni Souvlakia (Greek 
Skewered Lamb : Cut 2 pounds 
loin of lamb into 1 inch squares. 
Dip the squares into 1/1 cup 
lemon juice seasoned with ½ 
teaspoon oregano and salt and 
pepper to taste . Thread the 
squares of meat on six skewers 
with a tomato half at each end. 
Cook over charcoal, turning to 
brown all sides. Serve with-Rice 
Pilaf. 
Next question 1· can hear for-
mulating in your curious minds: 
What is a Rice Pillai? Viola . 
Rice Pilaf: Melt one table~-
poon butter in a casserole and in 
it brown lightlv 0ne small onion , 
finely choNJed. Add 1 cup un-
cooked rice and stir for a minute 
or two, until the grains of rice are 
coated with butter. Add 2 cups 
boiling chicken sto ck and 1 teas-
poon salt and cover the 
cassero le tightly. Bake the rice in 
a moderate oven (350° F., short 
for Fred) about 30 minutes, or 
until the grains are tender, stir-
ring. it occasionally and adding a 
little chicken stork if necessary. 
Or cook the rice over the coals, 
in a tightly covered pan, for 
about 25 minutes. Remove the 
rice to a serving dish, add 1 
tablespoon of butter, and toss 
with a fork to seperate the grains. 
campus women center 
LOCATION: Room SA 114 Lobby 
Bookstore Building 
TIME: Mondays thru Thursdays, 
9 until 4 
p ie country boy as he fl ipped 
through newspapers from across 
the land- here proclaiming him 
a national treasure, there 
denouncing him as a symbol of 
nat ional decay ! How it must have 
puzzled and haunted t his man to 
read himself discussed seriously 
as an artist in the Arts pages of 
the New York Times, or to 
decipher the gassy stuff of " rock 
histor ians," who traced h is in-
fluence upon his genera t ion and 
pronounced it pervasive. Such 
talk chased him westward, to 
crank out film after fi lm, 
gradually freez ing him into an 
icon of his own despising. One is 
incl ined to · think, along those 
lines, of In The Ghetto one of the· 
more obvious and pathet ic 
manifestations of his anguish 
with in, the need to fulfill the role 
of artist which had been thrust 
upon him. Soured on 
(Conti,:wed on page 5) 
by the Indy Staff 
Thursday, September 8th 
(4) 2:30 The Seven Little Foys -An 
entertaining biography of 
Vaudeville great Eddie Foy and 
his show business family. The 
film is spiced with skits, dance 
numbers, and an unusual duel of 
tap dancing between Foy and 
Broadway immortal George M. 
Cohan. Bob Hope is excellent in 
the lead role . (2 hrs.) 
Friday, September 9th 
(2) 11:30 The Daring Dobermans 
- Tired of all that intellectual 
stuff? Ready to scratch your 
brain? Maybe just a little too 
weary to go to sleep? This is the 
sort of nonsense that might be 
the tonic you need. Improbable, 
light crime drama about men 
who train criminal canines to ex-
ecute an intricate and bizarre 
robbery of a bank. (2 hrs. 15 min.) 
(9) 11 :30 Godzilla vs. The Smog 
Monster - Vastly underpraised 
metaphorical saga, snubbed at 
Cannes and ignored by the 
Hollywood Academy of Arts and 
Sciences. Godzilla represents the 
alientation of the individual, his 
adversary signals the oblitera-
tion of absolutes and, by logical 
inference, the institutions which 
they forment. The smog 
symbolizes man 's eternally 
deperate odyssey to find an 
underarm deodorant that really 
works. Alkira Yamauchi turns in 
his usual brilliant performance 
delivering a moving soliloquy on 
the absurdity of vinyl roofs . 
Satu.rday, September 10th 
Get Some Sleep ! 
Sunday, Septembe r 11th 
(13) Monty Python's Flying Cir-
cus - Belly laughs a plenty are to 
be had on televisions only outlet 
of adult humor. The weekly 
madness is served with a degree 
of sophistication and wit (and 
sometimes its bleedin ' filthy!) 
Anything goes! (30 min.) 
(7) Tribes - Badly dated tale of a 
flower child-droog, and his con-
flict with his marine sergeant's 
Also Wednesdays, 5-7 by ap-
pointment only. 
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ways. If you can manage to throt-
tle your own embarrassment 
(when you recall how alike you 
once were to the utopian recruit , 
and how sympathetic to his 
world saving) you may savor the 
outstanding character acting oi 
Darren McGavin as the tough 
minded drill instructor. (2 hrs.) 
(7) 1 :35 Monteray Pop - A 
saddening chronicle of 
pop/rock stars, most of whom 
are now as dead as the music 
they once played , Entombed 
within: The Mamas and the 
Papas, Janis Joplin , Jefferson Air-
plane, and Ravi Shankar. In-
novative when it first arrived, but 
now, .. ah, who really cares? (90 
min.) 
Monday, September 12th 
Sleep! Sleep! Sleep! ("It is no 
small art to sleep: To achieve it 
one must keep awake all day. " 
F.W. Nietzsche, ThusSpakeZara-
thustra) 
Tuesday, September 13th 
(4) 2:00 Goodbye Charlie -
Hollywood switc;heroo. A 
playboy's spirit enters the body 
of a young woman when he is 
rubbed out, by an angry hus-
band . Some low laughs delivered 
by Tony Curtis and Debbie 
Reynolds. No cigar foi:, picking 
out familiar character actors, (2 
long) 
Wednesday, September 14th 
(2) 2:30 The Philadelphia Story -
Comedy in high society. The film 
features two of Hollywoods 
biggest names, Katharine Hep-
burn and Cary Grant, and traces 
the sti r caused in soc\e,)''s u pper 
crust by a willful young woman 's 
impending marriage. (2 hrs. 15 
min.) 
*Each night Channel Five 
features Fernwood 2 Night, a half 
hour jab at talk show hosts and 
their formulas. This show, 
released from Norman's Lear's 
-stable early this summer, has 
some lively moments, and boasts 
Martin Mull as Carson/ Synder 
type host Barth Gimble. 
each Wednesday at noon during 
the ·a cad em ic semesters. 
WOMAN TALK is for those 
The Campus Center for women on campus who wish to 
Women is a drop-in lounge investigate change and its daily 
center. Visitors are encouraged effects; for women interested in 
to stop at the Center, to chat, to ideas as sou rces and starting 
browse. When the demand in- ·points for dialogue and action in 
dicates, the Center sponsors their own lives. Watch for the 
g u i d e d soc ial e xc h an ge WO M AN TALK posters and 
programs or informal " rap" ses- bulletins. 
sions where wome 11 can share Wh.o is WOMAN , wha t is she? 
the ir var ied experiences with That everyone pursues her• 
peer group members. ,,. She is student and staff and 
The Center operates a·s an in- faculty. 
format ion and referra l serv ice. She is unique and d iverse. 
Directo ries of campus servi ces She is aged 18 to ??? 
and d irectori es wh ich depict ser- Who is Woman, who is she? 
vices for women (and their She is YOU I 
dependents, .as needed) at the •with apology to you-know-
county and state levels have also whom. 
been secured. For further information 
The Center sponsors a d is- CONT ACT 
cussion series, WOMAN TALK, Ellen Curcio (527) 2296 
r--~--------------~----~-------~ I Next week, please include the following item in the WOMAN SPACE! 
I section of The Independent: - I 
I Item or event___________________ I 
I Place, date and time--~ ----------- ---- I I Source _________ ____________ I 
I Your name . I 
1
1 
. Please ·return all suggestions to: The Campus Center for Women, Rml 
.,~A_,,4. ~~~~~~'!.__ -~ 
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Live In The Future 
by Chris Jarocha 
" The Future is Fun! The Future 
is Fair! You· may already have 
won - You may already be 
there. " 
It was a scene right out of 
Firesign Theatre. A young man 
boarded a bus filled with people 
going to a future fair . Only, the 
people on the bus were 
Philosophy Majors from Kean, 
the fair was much simpler than 
the " technical vastness of the 
Future" Firesign proposed, and 
the young man was me. 
News of the second annual 
" Toward Tomorrow fair ," tield 
June 24 to 26 at the University of 
Massachusetts at Amherst, 
reached even to Kean as last May 
plans were made to hire a bus to 
take interested students into the 
'u.ture. As the trip was sponsored 
Jy the Philosophy Department, it 
vas mainly Philosophy majors 
vho attended. However, I 
nanaged to insinuate myself into 
he trip as part of my never-en-
jing quest for Indy features (not 
to mention answering the two-
part siren song of New England 
and anything that vaguely 
smacks of science fiction) . 
Upon arriving, after a five-
and-a-half hour journey by bus, 
at UMass' Amherst (pronounced 
Amerst) campus, our craft was 
struck by the first ripples of the 
wave of the future: a van with 
license 4SOLAR; children car-
rying balloons that read "NO 
NUKES"; a bumper sticker read-
ing SPLIT WOOD NOT A TOMS. 
All this as we cruised the campus 
looking for a dorm building that 
no one knew existed. (As Dr. 
Mervyn D'Souza said, "These 
people have a lot of other wis-
dom, but they have no spacial 
sense here." ) 
Finally, we were settled, and 
began our day-and-a-half stroll 
Toward Tomorrow. 
The UMass campus looked 
and felt like what an institution 
of higher learning should look 
· and feel like. Befitting its univer-
sity status, the campus 
meandered over the rolling Mas-
sachusetts hills, with our dorm 
fully fifteen minutes (by foot) 
away from the college proper. 
This is a genuine college. Kean, 
by comparison, is a four-year 
rehearsal. 
Ever wonder what happened 
to the Counter-Culture? It went 
to UMass. Knapsack City! Guys 
with beards and gals with wajst-
long hair. Home-made clothes. 
Communal living. Free thought, 
creativity. Life. What an ap-
propriate place for the future! 
An elderly couple waiting with 
me to get tickets said, " It cer-
tainly is a different life-style." 
And it was creating a different 
future . To quote from the fair 's 
brochure : " . .. a futures fair in 
the country, with hundreds of 
exhibits, presentations and wor-
king demonstrations in wind, 
solar and wood energy, health, 
environmental protection , social 
action and human rights, shelter, 
education, agriculture/ aqua-
culture, and much more. Panels, 
debates and workshops will ex-
amine options for the future 
now." All of the above may be 
catagorized (somewhat loosely) 
by the catch-phrase " alternate 
technology. " 
Alternate technology, or AT, 
springs from the ecology 
movement of the Sixties. Instead 
of simply cleaning up pollution, 
you seek ways to avoid polluting 
in the first place. What energy 
you need you get from 
replenishable sources, through 
such' devices as windmills, water 
wheels, solar cells, and wood 
fires. You garden " organically" 
instead of chemically. You eat 
the proteinous soybean instead 
of feeding it to cattle for a 10% 
return in protein. Not sur-
prisingly, vegetarianism plays a 
part in some people's view of the 
future. And, more and more 
people are settling down on a 
couple of acres of land and far-
ming it for their own use, in what 




{;~ . ) 
~~ ' 
is literally a grassroots 
movement, subsistence farming. 
Practically every exhibitor at 
the Toward Tomorrow fair was 
an advocate of soft technology. 
"The technological fix" 
("Science will solve all our 
problems") is untrue," they cry. 
" We cannot continue living as 
wastefully as we have been. " 
They are right . 
One of the most famous 
proponents of AT is the New 
Alchemy Institute. They have 
been written up in numerous ar-
ticles, including ones for Science 
and the New York Times 
Magazine and have been the 
subject of a documentary film. 
Appropriately, they were one of 
the most popular exhibitors, 
maintaining a display booth in 
addition to giving nine lec-
ture/workshops. They chose the 
name " New Alchemists " not 
because of any occult connec-
tions, but because the ancient 
alchemists were a blend of the 
arts and the sciences - C.P. 
Snow's " Two Cultures." The 
New Alchemists are returning 
the humanistic considerations of 
beauty and harmony to the 
realm of technology. 
However, the New Alchemists 
were not the most famous 
people at the fair. Speakers in-
cluded Julian Bond, Hazel 
Henderson, Barry Commone{, 
Helen and Scott Nearing, Diel< 
Gregory, Ralph Nader, and R. 
Buckminister Fuller. Nader gave 
two lectures (on " Citizen In-
volvement in Planning for the 
Future" ), splitting his crowd 
between morning and after-
noon, but the crowd for Fuller 's 
evening lecture, "Humans in the 
Universe," was so large that 
loudspeakers had to be set up on 
the lawn outside the auditorium. 
Nearly three hundred separate 
workshops and lectures were 
given over the three-day run of 
the fair, and an equal number of 
exhibits were displayed in the 
booths surrounding the pond 
that made up the general fair 
area. There were people 
demonstrating wood stoves, 
solar collectors, pyramid power, 
~f ·A•/~) 
i ~ , 
fish farming, alternate 
education, childless marriage, 
marriage less parenthood, 
organic gardening, hiking, 
craftsmanship, water conser-
vation, waterless toilets, 
windmills, health foods, social 
reforms, and chimney sweeping. 
I wandered for hours among the 
booths, drinking iced Red Zinger 
and Roastaroma Spice teas and 
eating tofu, alfalfa sprout salad, 
steamed clams, and whole wheat 
pizza. 
When the time came to leave, 
it was with some sadness. The ex-
hibits were facinating, the entire 
affair eye-opening, the concepts 
for the future worth work and 
consideration . There was so 
much more to see, to do, to 
learn. Besides, Pete Seeger was 
giving a concert, and we had to 
leave in the middle of it. Back to 
the shadows again. 
School Daze 
by Ken Cocuzzo 
" Don 't stop thinking about 
tomorrow - yesterday is gone, 
yesterday is gone," sings 
Fleetwood Mac as I sit here typ-
ing these " words of wisdom." 
Maybe yesterday is gone, but it 
is definitely not forgotten. 
Maybe it should be. Never-
theless, as I reflect upon my past 
college career in the twilight of 
my senior year, a sort of clarity 
has taken over my thought 
processes. With the aid of this 
clarity I hope to be able to leave a 
legacy of facts and experiences 
so that future Keanites may not 
despair as I did . Here goes : 
Once upon a time, back in 
1974, there was an 18 year-old 
freshman who was eagerly await-
ing his first classes at Kean. Still 
green and virgin eyed from high 
school, this same freshman 
reported one fine, hot August 
afternoon to the gym. The day 
had finally come for him to make 
out his first schedule, in person. 
After doing a very poor imitation 
of a ping-pong ball for the better 
part of an hour, this poor un-
fortunate soul found someone 
kind enough to listen to his con-
fused mutterings about course 
numbers and section numbers. 
When it was all over, 147-52-5720 
had a complete schedule. So 
what if his first class began at 8:00 
in the morning and his last at 3:00 
in the afternoon. He figures 
everyone had his best interests at 
heart. - what a naive and trus-
ting son, of a -I 
• • • 
With the spring of 1975 and the 
help of CLEP (no not "CLAP") 
credit, I moved up in the ranks to 
the level of a sophomore. By this 
time 147-52-5720 had become 
rather wordly. Why I even 
brought along an extra book or 
two, to read while I waited in 
line for two hours at the Kean 
bookstore (in those days self-ser-
vice was a dream in Haight 
Ashburry's waterpipe). My 
knowledge of the Kean en-
vironment began to increase by 
leaps and bounds. No longer did 
I waste my time looking for a par-
king space in the last row of the 
Vaughn-Ames parking lot . 
Instead of parking my 1965 Ford 
in a space ideally designed for a 
Volvo and having the paint 
slowly stripped from my wreck, I 
opted for the walk and the peace 
of mind that Green Lane would · 
afford . 
••• 
By the beginning of my junior 
year in the fall of '75, I had finally 
succeeded in shaking off the 
frightening suspicion that I had 
become a cosmic protagonist in 
a Kafkaesque nightmare. Wait-
ing for my bills, for my schedule 
to be released , for class 
withdrawal forms, for grade 
changes, for administrative per-
mission, for acceptance by my 
major department, for God 
knows what - all became hazy 
and undefined as clouds of pot 
smoke. In short, it didn 't phase 
me anymore. I accepted my fate 
as " a dumb college kid" and paid 
my tuition with only tears of joy 
and a loan from my parents. 
Gee, I even got my fall ID card 
two weeks before the end of the 
semester I 
In the spring of '76 I was very 
upset by the possibility of a 
tuition increase. So with the 
companionship of a lady friend I 
took off on my quest to Trenton 
and the capital building . The 
Trenton Rally, as it later became 
known, was a disaster, only the 
guard dogs and the state police 
managed to save face. To the 
average citizen those " damn pot 
smokin' hippies types" were at it 
again . The highlight ofthe whole . 
adventure was magnificently 
brought off by one student (or 
Communist as the case might 
have been) ·who yelled from his 
perch in a tree on the capital 
lawn, " F- Y, Roger Sharp," as the 
ABC T.V. newsman stood 
smiling, not more than twenty 
feet above on the balcony of the 
capital building. Sharp's res-
ponse - he just kept on smiling. 
While Kean students asked me 
questions about the rally, many 
of my acquanitances kept their 
distance for fear of catching my 
radicalism -wow, it wasn't until 
I went to college full time that I 
started wearing jeans and T-
shirts exclusively. 
By the beginning of the fall '76 
semester many changes were 
taking place. We had an acting 
Dean of Students, rumors about 
a possible faculty strike, and a 
witch-hunt for mismanagement 
of student funds. Amazingly, it 
only took me three trips to the · 
Administration building to learn 
that I didn't qualify for financial 
aid until 1979 - only a year after 
my expected date of graduation. 
,Spring 1977: 
By this time I was well into my 
The Black Flag: Elvis Rest In Peace 
, senior year and had accordingly, 
" learned the tricks of the trade. " 
By this I mean that I no longer 
listed alternate choices on my 
~dvance registration form. Long 
ago, I had learned it wasn 't good 
_to play Russian roulette with Jhe 
Kean computer . Unfortunately, I 
had to abandon my method for 
stalling my tuition payment. I 
had succeeded in stalling my 
tuition bill in the past by putting 
a funding source (for example-
New Jersey State Scholarship) on 
my bill and returning it for con-
firmation. By the time it was 
checked out and discovered that 
I owed money, I would be in a 
position to pay. Sometimes the 
confirmation process would take 
months but meanwhile my 
schedule was released, and I 
attended the cinder-blocked 
halls of Kean. - That new en-
trance to Kean from Green Lane 
was a wonderful idea. TooJ>ad 
that the fire engines couldn' t fit 
between the cement dividers. 
They had to cut off sever a I feet of 
cement before they could enter. 
But it looked great on paper -
all that cement, grass (non-
smokable), and painted arrows. 
Hollywood, bearing the op-
pressive burden of others 
pretensions, Elvis coultj only 
stagger back to Graceland, to 
drugs (his bodyguards allege), to 
gun and motorcycle fetishes, to 
astrology and finally-along with 
David Berkowitz , Eldridge 
Cleaver, and Charles Colson-to 
evangelical Christianity, under 
the watchful eye of video mes-
siah Rex Humbard. 
In one sense I have felt myself 
divorced from the national 
caterwauling attendant upon 
Presley's demise. I was never a 
fan of Elvis (although I have a 
highly developed appreciation 
of moral decay), nor of any of the 
contorting imbeciles who subse-
quently endeavored to duplicate 
the magic Presley style. Elvis 
Presley never scaled my Personal 
Olympus, but he was the un- · 
disputed King, an immortal in his 
own way. One needn't have an 
aesthetic fascination for Mt. 
Everest to notice its sudden 
abscence. 
But now that the dust has set-
tled over the whole affair, and 
the King has to dust 
returned-what gives (to use the 
equally immortal American 
vernacular?) I pass over the 
grotesqueries of the New York 
Post as a peculiar condition of 
the Murdoch regime (among the 
Post's lighter vulgarities were in-
cluded a hideous cover photo of 
a rather corpulent Presley, a 
piously sorrowful headline, both 
underscored by a banner article 
hinting at the lurid biographical 
details of a series on the King 
rushed into print for the oc-
casion.) But even the Post's jolly 
swagmen were unable to top the 
National Star (alwo owned by 
Murdoch) which ran a cover 
photo of Elvis at rest in his coffin. 
Then there was the cynical in-
vasion of the body snatchers, 
who realized that sobbing fans 
would ante up in order to 
reclaim the mortal remains of 
their fallen idol. It should be 
noted, however, that Elvis' death 
was not in vain, as the Rev. 
Charlie E. Boykin of Lakewood 
Baptist Church took time off 
from his daily Christian duties to 
formally damn his lifeless bones 
stating, "He professed to be 
religious .. . but his life did not 
portray Christian characteris-
tics. " 
And now the psychology 
buzzards will have at him with 
avengeance. They'll build 
headlines for newspapers, and 
rumors of exploding televisions 
that his fans may perpetuate the 
legend. Remember where you 
saw these headlines first they'll 
surface sooner or later in one or 
another of journalism's proli-r-
ant ragsheets. What was it the 
emient sage Jay Black was fond of 
remarking? Only in America . . 
.da, da, da, dum, dum, da, dum .. 
Elvis Comitted Suicide! 
Presley Lost In Bermuda 
Triangle! 
Was the King A Raging 
Queen? 
Rock Star Was Primed To Wed 
Caroline Kennedy! 
Man reveals "I Was Elvis' 
Voice!" 
The Elvis Presley - Renee 
Richards Love Triangle! 
Priest Breaks Silence Vow 
"Yes, Elvis Was Lindbergh Baby!" 
Presley AutQpsy Findings: The 
Rabbit Diedl 
"I Saw Him Move" Mourner 
Swears 
Elvis Really Black; Family . 
Records Show! 
"Return To Sender," Elvis · 
Death Prophecyl 
The summer of '77 was very 
hot, several days at a time the 
temperatures hovered in the 
90's. In an effort to graduate 
earlier, I reluctantly decided to 
register for summer school. I 
figured that it wouldn't be bad -
just less trips to Seaside and 
besides, the class would be air-
conditioned anyway. 
Professor: "I apologize for the 
heat in this room but they ran out 
of funds before they could install 
an air-conditioning unit for the 
T.P.A. The only thing they put in . 
were the ducts in the walls."· 
-and so it goes. 
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We've been working hard. 
Relax and enjoy the scenery. 
September 8, 1977 
o See You! 
,ed (I refer to the animals). 
INDEPENDENT 
-
Working hard to get that brain back in shape. 
WELCOME 
One and All 
Page 7 
to another fun-filled 
semester at KEAN 
All photos were taken from our picture stock. 
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Campus parking regulations will be strictly enforced with student parking areas lined in white and 
faculty/staff parking areas lined in yellow. Please remember that all traffic signs are posted according to 
Motor Vehicle Code and violators are subject to municipal tickets payable to the Union Township 
Municipal Court. , 
All visitors will be required to stop at the new Information Booth at the Green Lane entrance, and 
receive a special visitors parking permit. Parking in front of the Administration Building and in the 
reserved area of the Gym Lot is restricted for visitors permit parking only. All non-authorized cars in the 
visitors area will be towed. Parking restrictions for residence halls will also be by permit only for a ½ hour 
duration and will be enforced by municipal summons with a $10 fine payable to Union Municipal Court. 
The Musik Box is a bi-monthly publication of WKCU-
Radio, the Spice of Life, highlighting musical activity at 
the station and around the area. NEEDED are record and 
concert reviewers, artists, typists, and photographers. 




3 P.M. In 




At 3 P.M. in 
Indy Office in 
Student Center 
The WKCU News 
Department needs typists, 
newscasters and reporters. 
No experience necessary, 
and no pay. Lotsa fun and 
you'll feel good knowing 
you're contributing to the 
growth of one of the best 
state : college news 
departments ;n Jersey. Sal 
Cardaci, news director, 
289-8388. 
REFUND AND WITHDRAWAL POLICY - FALL 1977 
100°/2 Refund 
H 
First Eight-Week Courses (9/7-10/28/77) 
Official withdrawal through Sept . 14, 1977 
Official withdrawal, Sept. 15 through Sept. 23 
Official withdrawal after Sept. 23, 1977 
The last day to officially withdraw from a first eight-week course 
and receive a grade of " WD" is October 3, 1977. 
50% Refund " W" grade 
NO REFUND 
Full-term Courses (9/7•12/23/77) 
100% Refund Official withdrawal through Sept. 14, 1977 
Official withdrawal, Sept. 15 through Oct. 11 
Official withdrawal after October 11 , 1977 
The last day to officially withdraw from a full-term course and 
receive a grade of "WD" is November 4, 1977. 
50% Refund "W" grade 
NO REFUND 
100% Refund 
last Eig~t-Week Courses (10/31-12/23/77) 
Official withdrawal through Oct. 31 , 1977 
Official withdrawal, Nov. 1 through Nov. 16 
Official withdrawal after November 16, 1977 
50% Refund " W " grade 
527-2330 
527-2350 
219-2101 The last day to officially withdraw from a second eight-week course 
and receive a grade of " WD" is November 30, 1977. 
OFFICIAL WITHDRAWAL means : that you must complete a "Program Change Form" in the Registration 
Office, Administration Building, first floor , or the Evening Office )106. If you do not officially withdraw 
from a course, you are subject to a failing grade. 
Thursday, September 8, 1977 
3:05-4 :20 
Friday, September 10, 1977 
10:00-12:00 
10:00- 6:00 
Sunday, September 11, 1977 
9:00- 1 :00 
5:30- 8:30 
7:30-11:00 
Tuesday, September 13, 1977 
1 :40- 3:05 
1 :40- 3:05 
7:30-11:00 
Wednesday, September 14, 1977 
3&8 
Friday, September 16, 1977 · 
1 p.m.-6 p.m. 
Saturday, September 17, 1977 
11 :00-1 :00 p .m. 
Sunday, September 18, 1977 
7:30 p.m. 
Monday, September 19, 1977 
1:30 p.m. 
Tuesday, September 20, 1977 
8:00 p .m. 
Wednesday, September 21, 1977 
3 & 8 p.m. 
Thursday, September 22, 1977 
12 noon 
Sunday, September 25, 1977 
7:30 p.m. 
Monday, September 26, 1977 
8:00 p.m. 
Tuescfay, September 27, 1977 
12 noon 
1 :00 p.m. 
Wednesday, September 28, 1977 
Mon.-Fri. 




Hi Psi Phi Disco 
Mass 




Radio Station Jazz Jams 
SI A " Bingo Long" 
Student Org. Concert & Picnic 
open to all students 
Children 's Theatre : " The Princess & 
The Frog" Information 527-2213 
CCB Film : " Dog Day Afternoon" 
Transcendental Med. Lecture 
Alvin Ailey Repertory Ensemble Co-Curr. 
Program Board - Free tickets required 
SI A " California Split " 
Marla Lewis - Guitarist 
"The Outlaw Josey Wales" 
Admission $.25 
Jennifer Cover - Readings Co-Curr. Board 
Jim Kerr, Disco Jockey, WPLJ 
" Frogs" 
I 3 & 8 p.m. SI A Sundays & Cybele 
Thu~y, September 29, 1977 
8:00 p.m. Joel Zelnick, Jazz Performer 
SaL & Sun. 
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KC Shows Strong Influence At NSA Congress 
Story and Photos by Robert Siniakin 
Celebrating its 30th anniversary, the United States National Student 
Association (USNSA), a nationwide organization based in Washington, 
D.C., representing student interest on campuses across the nation and 
on Capitol Hill, held its annual convention in Houston, Texas during the 
last weeks of August. Kean College as well as st udent leaders from other 
schools throughout the United States shared in the convention's ex-
perien_ce. _ 
Convention activity , was composed 
primarily of daily workshops which 
provided delegates with information 
about anything from student-re lated 
legislation pending in the nation's capitol 
to ways to carrying out . a faculty 
evaluation on campus. Within a few days, 
many delegates disrovered that some of 
the workshops did not interest them . In a 
number of instances, speakers were not 
prepared to give the lecture. This subse-
quently turned many delegates away from 
the workshops and into sightseeing or 
merely sleeping late. 
Another important facet of the conven-
tion was the plenar sessions, in which the 
·w ~. IE 
!@' ( ~ .. 
Newly elected President of the United 
States National Student Association, Frank 
Viggiano, had the complete support of 
the Kean College Delegation which 
helped sway other delegations to Mr. 
Viggiano's side. 
gathered to interact for one common pur-
pose: student unity. One of the most 
interesting workshops was the resource 
exchange sessions. Students here had the 
chance to share with others the programs 
and innovations that have been tried at 
their own colleges. After a while in this 
workshop, many delegates found that 
they had common problems ranging from 
the control of student activity fees to 
college-wide apathy. 
The seven-member Kean College 
Delegation , led by Joe Ginarte, NSA 
Coordinator; Joyce Marinelli , Student 
Organization · President; Michelle 
Cousins, Student O rg. Vice President ; 
Cathy Schwartz, National Supervisory 
Board member from Kean College, ad-
dresses the congress on her streamline 
proposal which was passed by the 
convention. 
delegations discussed the various NSA Greg Gomes, Student Org. Treasurer; 
legislation that wou ld guide thEl, Cathy Schwartz, Student Org. Secreta ry; 
organ ization for the next year, and then Chris Cottle, Thi rd World Movement 
eventually vote o n it. These d iscussions President; and Robert Siniakin, 
ranged from normal verbal tones to Independent News Editor, was one of the 
violent verbal outburst from the floor. most influential delegations present at the 
Fortunately, this year's convention was convention . The seven student leaders 
characterized by an air of congen iality ,r not only were the first delegation to meet 
unlike last year's San Francisco debacle, personally with the three-member 
which was marked by chair-throwing and delegation sent by the Soviet Union, but 
r name-calling. At the final plenary session, were instrumental in getting Frank 
the officers (president and vice- Viggiano elected as NSA President, and 
president) of NSA were elected for next Tom Duffy as NSA Vice President. On the 
year. regional scale, Michelle Cousins was 
• The convention produced rare op- elected vice chairperson of the Congress 
portunities whereby college delegations Steering Committee which oversees the 
from all corners of the United States convention 's daily operation and Cathy 
Members of-the Kean College Dele~tion discuss college lifestyles with a member of 
the Russian Delegation during one of the plenary sessions. (left to right) Joyce 
~arinelli, Greg Gomes, Joe Ginarte, Nicholi Mukhin, and Chris Cotde. 
J 
Some of the Kean College Delegation listen to the legislation being proposed to the 
congress. (Left to right) Greg Gomes, Joe D'Oria, member of the Seton Hall Delegation, 
Joe Ginarte, and Michelle Cousins. 
Schwartz was elected to the National 
Supervisory Board (NSA's Board of Direc-
tors) . 
Nicholi Mukhin, a member of the Rus-
sian Delegation, spoke before the semi-
filled convention floor blaming America 's 
neutron bomb and cruise missle as a ma-
jor contributing factor in weakening Rus-
sian-American disarmament. Mr. Mukhin 
also stated that the Russian Government is 
doing everything possible to insure global 
peace and it is the American Government 
who is not being cooperative in this goal. 
This inflamed many delegates at the 
convention . Even though the Russians 
had presented this rhetoric, the Kean 
Delegation · decided to meet personally 
with the delegation from the Soviet Union 
and compare student lifesty les in the two 
countries. 
The meeting clouded in controversy 
because Mr. Ginarte, w ho is of Cuban 
descent, was alleged ly censored by the 
Mr. Mukhin and his comrades, Paul 
Bogomolov, and Paul Podlesnyy, 
provided us with an enlightened dis-
cussion on the workings of Soviet student 
government. 
There is a student council similiar to ours 
which deals with all the student related 
. problems. The money the administration 
allots for students is given to the student 
government. The student counci: then 
allocates it to various groups on campus. 
When asked how Jews and minorities 
were treated , Mr. Mukhin replied that 
Russian Legislation prohibits racism and a 
student who displays it to another can 
receive harsh punishment. 
Duri ng the seven days and nights ap-
proxi mate ly 300 students from all over the 
United States interchanged their ideas 
with each other in an effort to benefit 
futu re generations of college studen ts. By 
participating in this convention each 
/ 
Greg Gomes, treasurer of Student Organization, questioning the propoul to expel! 
three delegations that did not have the proper minority representation from the 
convention. 
Kean Delegation when he intended to ask 
questions which pertained to his personal 
experience in the communist influenced 
Cuba, (additional story page 12). Mr. 
Ginarte and Ms. Schwartz did n6t attend 
the meeting, but the rest of the Kean 
Delegation succeeded in finding out how 
the Russian University System operates. 
delegate had a part in helping to shape 
the future student involvement in decid-
ing their destiny in the higher learning 
institutions of the United States and once 
again Kean College made tl:!eir prescence 
known to the other delegates with, an im-
pressive display of political acumen dur_. 





Fourth Annual Kean College/ 
Russian Adventure Trip 
A TALE OF TWO CITIES: 
MOSCOW AND LENINGRAD 
Jan. 8 to Jan. 15, 1978 
3 college credits 
$675.00 
I.., 
THIS IS A BARGAIN-PRICED, ADVENTURE-PACKED, MIND-BOGGLING, EIGHT-DAY COLLEGE 
COURSE WHICH WILL PLACE YOU INTO THE VORTEX _OF ONE OF THE MOST AMBIGUOUS 
OF MODERN-DAY COUNTRIES-THE SOVIET UNION-TO STUDY THE CULTURE, HABITS, 
LITERATURE, ART, AND EVERYDAY LIFE OF ONE OF THE MOST DIVERSIFIED PEOPLE IN THE 
WORLD-THE RUSSIANS-WHERE YOU WILL BE ABLE TO SEE, FOR YOURSELF, THOSE TUR-
BULENT EVENTS AND CATALYTIC FORCES WHICH TRIGGERED OFF THE " TEN DAYS THAT 
SHOOK THE WORLD." 
. . 
HIGHLIGHTS: Leave from NYC on January 8th-by Aeroflot jet-and land in Leningrad, the city 
made famous by Peter the Great and the site of the Bolshevik Revolution . No time is wasted as 
you rush off to visit the Peter and Paul fortress, the Admiralty, St. Isaac's Cathedral, Palace Square, 
and Nevsky Prospect. Roam inside th
0
e Winter Palace-now called the Hermitage, perhaps the 
largest museum in the world . That night, listen to magnificant arias resounding in the Leningrad 
Opera House. A few days later, it 's off to Moscow; first stop, the Kremlin, protected by Red 
Square, the heart of Russia's enigmatic history. Gaze at St. Basil 's Cathedral and the Ivan the Ter-
rible Bell Tower. Visit the GUM, the Tsar's Cannon, and Borovitskaya Gate. That night, sit down in 
luxury in the famous Bolshoi Ballet and watch a dazzling pas de deux. A few days later-on 
January 15th-walk in a solemn line to view the body of the late Vladimir Lenin, the Russian 
leader who died in 1924 but whose memory has been transformed into a national apotheosis. 
The_n-a few hours later-it's back to Moscow Airport, to jump on your Aeroflot jet for a fast 
flight back home. · 
The Cost 
The $675.00 covers the entire trip (no extras) and includes: 
• round trip jet transportation on Aeroflot airline 
• first class hotels in both cities 
• bus t r<ansportation between airport and Russian hotels 
• jet transportation between Leningrad and Moscow 
• all meals: Breakfast, lunch, and dinner plus a gala farewell banquet 
• daily sightseeing on the Russian lntourist buses 
• two tickets to the opera, ballet, circus, or theatre 
• all taxes, tips, and service charges 
Additional Expenses 
Kean College Tuition Charges 
3 credits @ $22.00 a c redit . . . $66.00 
GOOD NEWS FOR VETERANS: WHEN YOU SIGN UP FOR THIS COURSE, YOUR GI BILL WILL 
PAY $292.00 (OR MORE) TOWARDS THE COST. CHECK WITH YO UR VA ADVISOR FOR 
DETAILS. .. 
Hurry, Hurry, Hurry. All deposits are due by November 12th. Run over and see Professor Ed 
W illiams-in Willis 109-F-for appl ication forms and more information. 
/ 
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Confront. Monie/air State on Sept. JO 
Tinte Loonts as Fear_ed Nentesis for Squires 
Record turnout of 120 athletes, 
including 80 not on the squad 
last year, greated coach Ray 
Murphy on August 22 when the 
Kean College football team 
opened practice. 
The Squires, who finished with 
a 5-4-1 record in 1976, do not 
have much time to get ready, 
since t~ey open Sept. 10 at 
Montclair. 
Murphy, an assistant at 
national champion Pittsburgh 
last year, is at a disadvantage 
because he knows _very little 
about his players at this point. 
" From talking to people and 
seeing a few films I'd have to say 
our strength lies in the defense", 
Murphy said, " We have eight 
. people back and some excellent 
freshmen and transfers coming 
in. 
" Our goal, of course will be to 
win the conference, but we 've 
got a lot of work ahead of us. 
" I plan a very disciplined camp 
and anyone not in condition 
won't make it. We have a lot of 
players coming out, but they' ll 
cut themselves. I only want 
players who aFe dedicated to 
winning. Halfway commitments 
don' t go here" . 
Kean had the best defense in 
the State College Conference 
last year and, led by co-captains 
Len Cuppari (Irvington) and Biff 
Wilber (Neshanic Station) , 
promises to be tough again. 
Offensively Murphy expects 
to make some changes, looking 
to put more points on the board . 
He hopes to run an option 
offense, but first must find a run-
ning quarterback to make it 
work. 
" What you would like to do 
and what you can do are often 
two different things", Murphy 
said . "Right now I'm going in 
blind. We'll have to see what we 
have first, then evaluate the 
offense which. is best suited for 
our personnel". 
Murphy recruited heavily in 
the quarterback area and will 
have seven candidates in camp, 
including Bobby Douglass and 
Dave DeNapoli of Dunnellon, 
who is returning to school after a 
year's absence. 
Mike Bassie, a junior transfer 
from Jersey City State, and Nick 
7-7 Record of last Year is Deceiving_ 
Jemas, a freshman from Ir-
vington are two of the more 
highly regarded new faces . Bassie 
started for Jersey City for two 
years and is 6-3, 200 pounds. 
Jack Foley, a 6-1 210 pounder 
from North Hunterdon High, 
aad Mike Villone, 6-3½ 240 from 
South Plainfield, are expected to 
add a little muscle on the offen-
sive line. 
Dave Walker of Snyder High 
and Don Goffredo of Port 
Richmond, NY, figure to battle 
for starting backfield positions 
with incumbent Tim Braue of 
Caldwell, Frank Piromalli of 
Woodbridge and Joe Troise of 
Belleville. 
Troise, Kean's all-time leading 
scorer and rusher, figures to be 
tough to beat out, however. He is 
very quick off the ball and is a 
game-breaker capable of scoring 
from anywhere on the field. 
" I don'tseeanyreasonwhywe 
shouldn't have a successful 
season," Murphy said. " I know 
we' ll out hit, out work and out 
condition every team we play. 
Those are controllable things". 
t 
Kean's new head footlNII c0,1ch Ray Murphy has little time to prepare 
for the season opener against Montclair. 
Booters Seek To Improve on Last Year's Record 
by Dave Schwenzer : ' • 
Soccer Coach Tony 
Ochrimenko used one word to 
describe the 1977 Squire soccer 
schedule. The word is tough. 
" The schedule is strong. Drew 
University was the National 
Collegiate Athletic Association 
entrants last year, and Rider and 
Trenton State i}cquired some 
good ballpalyers. In tact, their 
aren 't any real weak teams on the 
schedule. The conference will be 
tough this year. Our first two 
games will be against conference 
foes Ramapo and William Pater-
son. " 
Ochrimenko will have a strong 
corps of returning veterans, from 
last year 's 7-7 squad. 
Among the returning vets are 
goalie Bob Defino (a senior who 
had 86 saves in '77), midfielder 
Tom Leclalver (junior) , defensive 
man Marvin Woods (senior), and 
midfielder Don Henriques 
(junior). Tom Durkin, ineligible 
last year, will be back. Frank San-
chez, a transfer from Morris 
County College will be either a 
back or a midfielder. 
The promising freshmen are 
Michael Torre, from Madison 
Central , who will play midfield 
or wing , and Renado Bruno. 
Asked on what the team will 
concentrate on the All-
American sweeper stated: 
" We have a great deal of new 
ball players and we are going to 
emphasize discipline, teamwork. 
New Tennis Coach Picked 
Deane Kumpf of Westfield i6 
the new women 's tennis coach at 
Kean College. 
The announcement was made 
by Hawley Waterman, Director 
of Athletics. 
~umpf, who brings more than 
20 years experience with her, 
replaces Carol DeMaria, who 
HEAR-YE: 
resigned. Kumpf is the fourth 
coach in four years to hold the 
position . Kumpf is a graduate of 
Bloomsburg State College and 
was formerly the sixth ranked 
player in the middle states areas. 
She has won numerous tour-
naments and currently instructs 
at the Scotch Plains Adult School 
and gives private lessons. 
Beginning Sunday, September 11th at midnight, Progressive 
59 AM takes to the airwaves for a fall semester like you've never 
seen I A special kick-off br0,1dcast in memorium for our very 
own Conni Q. Lingus featuring the WKCU All-Stars and other 
very special guests. 
There will never be another first like this, so make sure your 
ears are there! 
Other Special Features To Watch Out 
For On PRO-Five-Nine Next Week: 
MONDAY 
Maria Sgro will "slide" into "Even in the Quietest Moments" by 
Supertramp on "Slippery When Wet''; Dennis Madeo will host 
the "Spotlite On: Elvis" 
WEDNESDAY 
"News and Views" digs into student government at Kean 
THURSDAY 
Slip into the future with the Starchild on "Futurerock" Tonite's 
Reading: Tales of Kidd Funkadelic 
WKCU is the Spice of Life 
Progressively Better 59. YOUR radio station 
OF COURSE CHEERLEADING IS FUN. 
DID YOU KNOW THAT CLINICS BEGIN: 
Friday ..... . ..... . .. . ... . .. .. ......... . ... September 9th 
Monday . . ~ . ... . ........ . ... . ........... . September 12th 
Tuesday .. . .... .. ........................ September 13th 
It Takes Place On These Dates 
At 4:30 at D' Angola Gym 
We will also stress running and the blonde haired mentor. 
ball control." The Squir~s will probably use a 
During the season the Squires 4-2-4 offense (four strikers - two 
will use the 4 man defense. Last midfielders). The two mid-
year the defense allowed 27 fielders are the key men, one of 
goals, an average of one per which will probably be Al Ander-
game. The key man on the four- son. 
man defense is Marvin Woods. The Squires were hurt by 
last season Woods was first team graduation, gone are Hans 
all state, and tri-state All Maslo, Paul Groben, Steve 
American. Nahorniak, and Eugene Cif-
Ochrimenko will have too im- rodelli . However, despite the 
prove on the offense, which losses Ochrimendo has still set 
averaged only two points per ' ' his goals. 
game last year. "We are going to shoot for the 
" We are going to become conference. That is what I want 
more offensive minded," stated to do." 
The Squir-es, who Friday after-
noon battled to a tie, will start 
their 77 season on Saturday 
9/17177 at Ramapo. In their one 
meeting last year the Squires 
defeated Ramapo 2-0. The first 
home game will be on Wednes-
day, Sept~mber 21 against 
William Paterson . Kean edged 
Paterson 2-0 in their only meet-
ing last season. 
A change in the schedule, 
Philadelphia Textile, perrenial 
Eastern power bowed out in 
favor of equally tough Staten 
Island. Ochrimenko is hopeful of 
regaining Textile for next year . 
New Reco~ds Await Squire Rusher 
Joe Troise is serious about the ' 
rapidly approaching college, 
football season . 
Troise, the all-time leading 
rusher and scorer at Kean 
College, is in the best shape of 
his life. He wants his last season 
to be his best. 
" I worked a construction job 
and lifted weights all summer 
and I feel great," Troise, a native 
of Belleville said. " I 'm stronger 
and quicker and really looking 
forward to the season. 
" With the new coaches and 
new system there is a very strong 
air of confidence around the 
team. The discipline and con-
ditioning is the toughest I've 
ever seen, but it's going to pay 
off in the end." 
Troise rushed for 621-yards last 
season (despite missing the final 
game) and has 1,631-yards in his 
career. The 5-10, 180-pounder 
was very disappointed with his 
performance last year, however. 
" I may have gained more yards 
than I ever did," Troise said. " But 
KEAN COLLEGE ICE HOCKEY 
MEETING 
The Kean College Ice Hockey 
team will hold its' first meeting 
for new players on Tuesday, 
September 13th, at 1 :30 (Free 
Hour) in Willis 100. All interested 
players should attend this 
meeting. Practice begins on 
September 21st. The Kean team 
competes in the Metropolitan 
Collegiate Hockey Conference 
where it finished 2nd last season. 
For further information, contact 
Coach Tom O'Donnell at 289-
21no 
I didn 't have a good year. I only 
scored four touchdowns and 
didn 't break the long runs I 
should have. I really didn't do my 
job the way I'm capable. 
" This year will be different. 
This is my kind of offense. Wide 
open, quick hitting . . . boom and 
your gone. And the offensive 
line looks a lot bigger this year. 
All I need is an opening." 
For the last three years Troise' 
has been the breakaway threat, 
the game-breaker for the 
Squires. The opposition knew he 
was capable of putting six points 
on the board at any time and 
keyed on him accordingly . · 
"I can definitely feel some 
pressure because of that, but it 
doesn 't bother me," Troise said. 
" Actually, I like it. That 's the 
position I want to be in . The 
other teams respect me so it 
gives me a better feeling if I beat 
them on a play. 
" I'm not really fast, but I feel I 
can cut and accelerate as well as 
anyone. Once I get into the 
Women's Tennis Team 
Tryouts are scheduled for 
September 6th. A manager 
for the team is also 
needed. 
secondary , I ' m think i ng 
touchdown . That 's where I'm at 
my best. " 
Funds Halted 
(Continued from page 1) 
Student · Org to have some 
knowledge of the " processes 
and procedures" outlined in the 
constitutions of groups funded 
by them. 
Meanwhile, Student Org has 
begun the process of doing away 
with " outdated" laws contained 
in its own constitution in an ef-
~ fort to- receive ratification before 
Sept. 19. 
Class Representation Changed 
One area of revision is in the 
amount of class representation. 
At the present time there are 12 
representatives from each class. 
However, in the old constitution 
these range from a low of five for 
the freshman class to a high of 12 
for the senior. The revision 
would provide for equal 
representation. 
In special instances the 
process for freezing a student 
funded group can be 
streamlined. 
" If a Student Council meeting 
cannot be held, then the 
President and the Treasurer (of 
Student Org) can freeze any 
funds," explained Greg Gomes, 
treasurer of Student Org. 
The money used to support 
Student _ Org funded groups 
comes from the Student Activity 
_ Fee, paid every semester by full 
time students, and from the 
ticket sales of CCB concerts. 
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Garcia Charges Censorship 
by Robert Siniakin 
The National Student Association (NSA) Convention Mr. Gi~arte stated that he had 
h Id · I A · H T . . / . met with every other foreign e m ate ugust m ouston, exas g1v1ng Kean delegation, the Irish, Mexican , 
College national exposure with other institutions and the United Nations Inter-
around the country has been -clouded in controversy. na_tional Stud_ents, _because they 
G G · h k · f d raised points in their speeches to 
us arc1a. t e outs po en assistant treasurer o Stu ent the convention that interested 
Organization, has charged the Kean College Delegation all students. 
with the suppression of Joe Ginarte 's, NSA Coordinator, 
freedom of speech in addition to two other separate 
violations. 
Mr. Garcia declared that 
although he did not attend the 
convention , he spoke with 
everyone involved in the alleged 
occurence. The incident 
happened when the delegation 
decided to have a personal 
.. meeting with the Russian 
Delegation . During the n ight 
before the Russians gave a 
speech to the convention 
delegates. The Russians accused 
the United States of jeopardizing 
world · peace by continuing 
development of the neutron 
bomb and cruise missile. They 
also emphasized that the U.S. 
should not interfere in the 
human rights issues of other 
countries . 
Speech Angers Ginarte 
Mr. Ginarte became dis-
traught when he learned that the 
delegation was going to speak 
with the Russians. He vehemen-
tly stated, " I thought that the 
speech was purely communist 
propaganda. Their speech had 
nothing to do with students in 
Russia and the U.S." He added , 
" I wasn 't sent to Houston to have 
arguments about communist 
ideology. I wanted to talk about 
what he (Nicholi Mukhim, the 
Russian delegate who spoke 
before the congress) addressed 
in his speech about human rights 
and problems in South Africa ." 
Mr. Gina rte continued , " In a way 
I was censored . I think in the 
future , we must send a 
delegation that represents all the 
students of Kean College, not 
like the delegation we sent that 
lacked Hispanic represen-
tation. " 
Money An Issue 
Since Mr. Ginarte was told by 
Greg Gomes, treasurer of 
Student Org, that there was not 
enough money to send. eight 
delegates, he was " forced by 
Student Org. to represent the 
Spanish population of Kean" . 
Garcia Cites Violations 
Mr. Garcia is charging the 
delegation with three separate 
violations all revolving around 
Mr. Ginarte . The first violation 
states that the right of chairper-
son to head his delegation was 
violated . Secondly, possible use 
of verbal or physical force was 
being applied to Mr. Ginarte to 
suppress his freedom of speech . 
Finally , Mr. Garcia is charging 
the delegation with the pos-
sibility that certain groups on this 
campus were not represented 
due to neglect. He gave the ex-
amp I e of the Hispanic 
constituency which was assured 
representation by the Executive 
Board and this delegation. 
Mr. Garcia also charges that a 
workshop for this group (His-
panic) was not attended by this . 
delegation which is a · direct 
violation of the legitimacy of 
representation . The matter of 
the violations will go before 
council on September 16th, at 
Mr. Garcia 's request. 
Office of Veteran Affairs Briefs 
by Kevin P. Davis 
The Office of Veterans /\ffairs 
(OVA) welcomes all new and 
returning students to Kean 
College for the fall semester. The 
OVA, located in the Kean 
building, will be open for 
veterans ' information from 9 am 
to 7:30 pm, Monday thru Thurs-
day and 9 am to 5 pm on Friday. 
Michael Driscoll , Veterans Ad-
ministration Representative on 
Campus (VROC) , and Steve 
Vence, Coord inator of Veterans 
Affairs for Kean College, en-
courage all veterans who are 
attending school , but have not 
yet filed for their educational 
benefits, to do so immediately . 
Also, veterans who have 
changed their address should 
notify the OVA immediately if 
C CB Chairman Chosen 
(Continued from page 1) 
please. They can do whatever 
they want and were prejudiced 
toward me. Eventually , they will 
run everything." 
to interview potential candidates 
for the chairmanship. 
This culminated in the 
recommendation of Mr. Cafasso 
to the sparsely attended Student 
Council. Mr. Cafasso was ap-
proved by unanimous 
consent . 
Student Org. Funds Concert 
they haven 't already done so, ac-
cording to Mr. Driscoll. Prompt 
notification of address change 
can help prevent the delay or 
loss of monthly checks. 
Mr . Vence once again 
reminded veterans that the OVA · 
must be advised of any change in 
credit load, especially changes in 
enrollment status (12 credits to 9 
credits is a change in status from 
full time to three quarter time). It 
is not sufficient to notify the 
College Records Department, 
the OVA must also be notified . 
Failure to do so could result in 
the veteran owing the VA 
money, retroactive to the begin -
ning of the semester. 
Mr. Driscoll also pointed out 
that effective June 1, 1977, GI bill 
monthly checks were changed 
from the prepayment method to 
post payment. Checks for 
September should be received 
on or about the beginning of Oc-
tober and October checks in 
early November, etc. .. This was 
caused by legislation passed by 
...Congress accompanying the 
boost in benefits in October, 
1976. 
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The often outspoken Gus Garcia, aJsistant treasurer of Student Org., 
charges the NSA Delegation with the censorship of Joe Ginarte's 
freedom of speech. 
Student Rep 
Promises Objectivity 
by Ken Cocuzzo 
What voice do the students 
have in the decisions made by 
the Kean Board of Trustees? 
The voice is embodied by junior 
Paul Edelen, who is the first and 
only non-voting student 
representative to sit on the Board 
in the 122 year history of Kean 
College. Mr. Edelen was selected 
in a college-wide election last 
May and-he assumed office June 
1. 
Asked in a telephone inter-
view what purpose he hoped to 
bring to the new position, Mr. 
Edelen cited " objectiveity" and 
· in addition, " to serve the 
students in supplying their input 
to the college and the 
Department of Higher 
Education." 
A full-time Kean student since 
1975, Mr. Edelen said he saw the 
position as a " voice between the 
governing board level and the 
fate of the students." He also 
added the position would allow 
for " analysis of both sides" in 
determining which student 
programs would be kept and 
" what faculty members would 
be retained ." 
Stepping Stone For Negotiations 
" Having a student represen-
tative on the Board might be the 
stepping stone needed in getting 
student participation for faculty-
administration negotiations," 
Mr. Edelen contended. 
Mr. Edelen said it was too early 
to tell what types of problems he 
would be faced with as a Board 
member, but he added, " the 
November gubernatorial and 
assembly elections" would play a 
large part in determining the 
sc·ope of these. 
" In terms of budgeting, this 
past year went smoothly. But 
should changes be made 
through the upcoming elections, 
things may become difficult. 
If Brendan Byrne is replaced or 
if he is re-elected with a hostile, 
anti-income tax assembly to 
contend with , we will be forced 
to deal with new philosophies on 
higher ed," pointed out Mr. 
Edelen. • 
Chancellor's Philosophy Needs 
To Be Examined 
Mr. Edelen also noted that the 
state has a new Chancellor of 
Higher Education, and he said 
the new Chancellor 's philosophy 
in regard to " essential programs, 
standards,and skills" would have 
to be examined in the upcoming 
months. 
Asked about the possible lack 
of power as a non-voting Board 
member, Mr. Edelen said, " I 
don 't think it will hinder me. I'll 
just have to accept the 
limitations of the posItIon, 
present a logical case to the 
Board, and use as much per-
suasion as possible." He .added 
some compensation could be 
gained from " the state-wide in-
formation " that would be passed 
on to the students. 
In his time at Kean, Mr. Edelen 
has served various campus com-
mittees including the School of 
Arts and Sciences . Cirriculum; 
Student Org Council; Evening 
Stydent Council; and Townsend 
Lecture. 
The CCB controversy did not 
end here. After the Curtis 
resignation Student Org. ap-
pointed Lou Caruso as the chair-
man of the College Center 
Board . Mr. Caruso was also a 
controversial figure, for he was 
involved with insubordination to 
then council member Gus Garcia 
and with Buz Whelan , then 
president of Student Org. and 
Jack Sievers, then treasurer. In 
addition, Caruso was also alleged 
with not representing the entire 
campus population regarding 
entertainment. 
In other business, a budget 
proposal and prospectus for the 
1977-1978 classical concert series 
at Kean was discussed. This series 
is given for the benefit of _the -
college and the surrounding 
community . It will include Elly 
Ameling for $4,500; the String 
Trio, $1 ,500 ; world renowned 
pianist Vladmir Ashkenasy , 
$8 ,000; and Philharmonic Vir-
tuosi , $3,000. 
KC Joins Selective Honors Club. 
Factors such as these, coupled 
with the conflict between C.C. B. 
and Student Organization 
prompted Student Council at a 
meeting in early May to place a 
rider on the budget of $102,235. 
The terms of this rider were 
designed to reach a harmonious 
accord between C.C.B: and 
Student Organization. 
C.C.B. Reorganized 
· At a meeting in late May, 
council approved a plan to 
reorganize the College Center 
Board which lead to the follow-
ing measures : Council was per-
mitted to approve the Chairman 
of C.C.B.; the Chairman would 
serve as an ex-jofficio member of 
the Executive Board of Student 
Organization; Ann McKnight, 
Assistant Business Manager of 
Student Org. could serve as an 
ex-officio member of C.C.B.'s 
Executive Board ; a three-
member advisory committee was 
formed to advise C.C.B. on 
cultural events; and a seven 
member commiJtee was forme.d 
Pat Ippolito, Dean of Students, 
explained that the college is as-
king Student Organization to 
provide money for a concert 
series. Mr. Ippolito added that 
they have not previously asked 
funds for it because " in the past , 
the college has funded the entire 
concert series and provided the 
tickets free of charge to the 
students under a general service 
account. The State Department 
of Higher Education has said to 
us that any concert series that the 
college funds can only be the 
amount that we receive in ticket 
sales. The maximum amount we 
can get back from the concerts is 
approximately $6-$7,000, and 
that,s how much we can ap-
propria te . The remaining 
amount must come from 
another source. Mr. Ippolito 
concluded by stating, "this 
series, particularl y Ashkenazi, 
will draw outstanding attention 
to our school." 
The Honor Society of Phi Kappa Phi , at the spring 
meeting of its Board of Directors, approved Kean 
College 's petition for membership. Phi Kappa Phi is a 
nationa-1 honor society for men and women from all 
academic fields . 
Phi Kappa Phi was ·founded in 
1897 at the University of Maine, 
with Pennsylvania State Univer-
sity and the University of 
Tennessee acting as co-charter 
members. -In 1925, Phi Kappa Phi 
and five other well-established 
honor societies (Phi Beta Kap-
pa, in liberal arts ; Sigma Xi, in 
scientific research ; Tau Beta Phi , 
in engineering; Alpha Omega 
Alpha, in medicine; and the 
Order of the Coif, in law) 
cooperated in organizing the As-
sociation of College Honor 
Societies. 
At the beginning of the 
current academic year there 
were 186 active chapters of Phi 
Kappa Phi at colleges and univer-
siti es in the United States; 
membership, past and present, 
totaled 350,000. Publications of 
the Honor Society include the 
Phi Kappa Phi Journal and Phi 
Kappa Phi Newsletter. 
KCNJ faculty members who 
will act as sponsors for the es-
tablishment of an institutional 
chapter include seven who 
themselves earned election to 
Phi Kappa Phi as students: 
Laurence Dorr, Vice President 
for Academic Affairs (Treasurer 
of the Kean College Chapter); 
Robert Hacke, Associate Profes-
sor, English (President-Elect) ; 
Marilyn Kelland, Associate 
Professor, Economics 
Management Science and 
Geography (Public Relations Of-
ficer); Rocco Lorusso, Professor , 
Educat iqnal Policy Science};. 
Caroline Madison , Professor, 
Biological Sciences; Dorpthy 
Messerschmitt, Assistant Profes-
sor, English; Jason Teran , As-
sistant Professor, English ; 
Other faculty sponsors are : 
David Bardell , Assistant Profes-
sor, Biological Sciences ; T. 
Felder qorn, Associate Dean , 
School of Arts and Sciences 
(Secretary) ; Dorothy Goldberg, 
'\ssociate . Professor , 
Mathematics, (President) ; Adella 
Youtz , Professor., Psychology _ 
The installation ceremony that 
will formally establish the Kean 
College of New Jersey chapter of 
Phi Kappa Phi took place on 
Tuesday, May 31, 1977 in the 
Alumni Lounge of Downs Hall. 
Dr. James Barrs, Vice President of 
Phi Kappa Phi for the Nor-
theastern Region, acted as 
installing officer. In addition to 
the charter faculty members, in-
vi ted guests included the ad-
visors and student presidents of 
the honor societies already es-
., tablis~ed at Kean. 
